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September 2019
Veroclips for Pocket Money Projects

A long time ago a small number of us were discussing setting up a sub-group within WOSAG
to investigate // evangelise and generally use 3D printing. At the time there were very few
printers about and they were expensive. One of the objectives of the group was to share
printing resources, another was to teach and learn how to use design and print software.
We still do these things, but the ‘group’ is much more informal than originally envisaged,
printers are much more common now, and there’s so much choice wrt software that teaching
and learning about it tends to be done in informal gaggles, Although we have had a good
OpenScad session at the Renfrewshire MRC. I will perhaps write that up as a 3DPOTM at
some point in the future.
At one of these early discussions we were looking for an item we could design that would
be generally useful, would let people practice design, wouldn’t be too specialist, or too costly
to print and that could be designed in lots of ways. One suggestion was a clip that would let
Pocket Money Projects be mounted to baseboards or whatever. The discussion moved on, but
the idea had lodged.
A couple of weeks later, with a slack half hour the first veroclip design was done.

The design was quite successful. A fair few were printed and bought be members. Then in
response to suggestions by members “a fillet at the base would make it stronger”
“I would like one that would take my various CAN modules” A couple of variations were
designed, built, tested and deployed.
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It turns out that the filleted one is stronger, indeed it is so stiff as to be almost useless, and
most people using CAN modules tend to screw them to boards using standoffs and the
screwholes on the PCBs, so the ‘workhorse’ design remains a slightly modified version of the
original. The main modification is that the clip can take the board in either x or y orientation,
and it has sufficient space below the clip point to allow it to take fully populated PMP boards
with the copper side up and the components between the veroboard and the baseboard.

This can keep components from getting dusty in long term deployments, or can present the
copper side up for testing and repair. Indeed if you do a lot of building testing or repairing of
PMPs then one of these clips makes an ideal ‘third hand’ whilst soldering or testing.
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Lots of these have been sold over the past couple of years and I am sure it is safe to say as
long as we use the 9x25 hole veroboard as a stable of our PMPs, lots more will be sold.
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